HAND-SKETCH DESIGN CHALLENGE

LOCKER SKETCH

What do you use your locker for? Do you store more than just your books in it? What if you could redesign your locker for students today?

A. THINK!
   a. What do you store in it currently?
   b. What do you wish you had room to store in it?
   c. Is it difficult to get to your locker when the person next to you is at theirs?
   d. How would they all fit down the hallway together?
   e. Is there current technology that would benefit to have in it?

B. BRAINSTORM!
   a. Out of that list from THINK!, what is most important? Hint: These will be your key design considerations that you will want to integrate in your design.

C. SKETCH!
   a. Put that pen to paper and start sketching your ideas.
   b. Develop a sketch includes your key design considerations

2. SHARE YOUR SKETCH

Post sketches online on your favorite social platform!

FOLLOW US AT @ACEMENTOR

Make sure to use the following tags:
#acementorprogram
#acementor
#aceathome

BE CREATIVE AND IMAGINATIVE!